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1.. OVERVIEW

1.1. Project ObJecttues

This strategy focusses on MAAS's responsibilities in ensuring that the building Commissioning and Launch

completion occurs in an agreed and planned manner, is implemented in accordance with contractualand

statutory requirements, and enables the smooth transition to building occupation and launch of the New

Museum. This plan will require further consideration upon endorsement and budget announcement for an

Option as each option will require variance to the broad Commissioning and Launch Plan provided below.

The Commissioning and Launch stage is a systematic process to ensure that all building systems including

staffing, perform interactively according to the design scope, intent and operational requirements of MAAS.

ln order for this to be achieved the Commissioning and Launch stage must begin in the concept design

phase, documenting the design intent and continuing through construction, acceptance and the warranty
period with actual verification of performance. Successful completion of any building and its services,

especially for large complex systems that are associated with galleries involves the following activities:

o Reviews;

r Preparation;

r Coordination;

e Documentation;

o Training;

r Offsite tests;

. Tracking and reporting;

. Site tests;

. lntegrated tests; and

o Building tuning.

As such the Commissioning and Launch stage is an integral part of the project and, if implemented correctly

ensures that the structure can be handed over with its services operating as per the design intent with the

emphasis that its operation will continue to function in an effective and efficient way,

Due to the scale and complexity of the New Museum Project, awareness of the importance of the

Commissioning and Launch process, and when certain activities are to be carried out, is paramount to
ensure that the services design enables the building to be commissioned and operated properly. ln this way,

the scope of Commissioning goes far beyond the traditional testing and balancing exercise. lt is about

ensuring all the buildings services Commissioning activities and commission-ability of the systems starts at

the early design stage right through to the completion and post occupancy stages of the project.

An integral part of the Commissioning and Launch phase is the 6-12 month process of post opening

audience evaluation, which will be used to ascertain public perception of the New Museum experience. The

development of a strategy that clearly documents the review process, measures, the process for responding

to and amending content where necessary and any resource requirements will need to be developed prior

to opening. This process will enable MAAS to ensure it is meeting the public expectations of the New

l\rluseum's offering and to enable a thorough and responsive approach during this period.
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1.2. PrcJect Phases

The commissioning and launch activities for the MAAS have been broken down into the following three

phases:

. Phase 1: Planning Design -establish early involvement of all stakeholders in order to promote

effective design solutions between the design team and the facilities/operational management

team. The creation of the building user guide, design reviews and environmental and energy
efficiency targets, and international gallery standard requirements at this stage is also

important to enable the optimal design and built outcome.

. Phase 2: Construction -aims to minimise knowledge loss between the design team and

construction team to ensure projects goals and aspirations are carried forward. The

construction team is also responsible for the finalisation of all contractor documentation and

coordination, system integration and testing, inspection and commissioning as well as the
preparation of all final commissioning reports. The construction phase for the New Museum

will be undertaken in two key phases. The first being the construction of the main building and

the commissioning of key services, and the second being the exhibition fitout, collection
logistics integration and final systems integration.

Another core focus during Phase 2 is "Operational Commissioning". This piece of work must be

closely align with the Change Management Framework, Stakeholder Engagement Plan and

Workplace Plan. Operational commissioning refers to the activities to familiarise staff and

other users of the new building with safety, security and communication processes.

. Phase 3: Post-Handover - Aims to fine tune the building in order to achieve maximum
efficiency as well as checking for emerging defects within services.

Each of the phases are described in detail on the pagessubsequent to Figure 1. Figure 1 provides a graphical

depiction of the three phases within the Commissioning and Launch Plan.
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2. PHASE 1 _ PLANNING DESIGN STAGE

2.1. Phase 1- Commlssioning and Launch servlces during the Project Design Stage

The design phase is considered to cover the projects various stages up to, and including, the construction

documentation (i.e. concept, schematic design, design development, detail design and tender
documentation).

A core element of the services design is ensuring that the building is able to be commissioned and operated
properly, in accordance with MAAS' requirements. Early in the design stage stakeholder engagement must

be promoted, aiming to bridge the gap between the design team and the facilities management personnel,

ensuring that the design solutions can be maintained with minimal effort and cost. As the functional brief of
the galleries and its associate support spaces evolve, which will ultimately allow the design team to
determine the system equipment and system configuration, the design team shall tailor the methodology

and commissioning activities to suit.

Similar to other core activities, it will be important that an exhibitions focused MAAS commissioning team is

assembled. The role and responsibility of this group, is to ensure the effective and efficient transition over

the agreed period of time from the Ultimo site to the New Museum site. The Change Management team

may be the appropriate group to take on this piece of work.

A detailed document that outlines each of the areas of the New Museum and the task /activities that must

be carried out prior to opening to the public will be developed concurrent to design evolution. lt is often at

this juncture that the design work can be challenged to ensure the flow of visitors and staff are optimised

and that the most efficient operations are achieved. A detailed programme for commissioning will align with
the main contractors (builders) programme and a schedule of meetings of the Commlssioning team at

critical points should occur to review and determine if the commissioning plan requires modification based

on the building program.

A separate Exhibitions Commissioning Plan should be developed by the MAAS team in conjunction with
exhibition design, which details the activities required to ensure exhibits function and are operated as

intended.

2.2. Deslgn Stage Commlssionlng 4gUv6ies

The following commissioning activities shall be taken into consideration during phase 1 of the

Commissioning and Launch plan:

Stakeholder engagement - encourage the early involvement of all stakeholders, with the aim

of bridging the gap between the design team and the facilities management personnel,

ensuring that the design solutions can be maintained with minimal effort and cost.

Development of draft Building Users Guide (the guide should explain how the building is

supposed to operate, with explanations of local controls to assist the occupants).

Development of a detailed risk and issues register for the commissioning of the New Museum.
This should be reviewed at each senior leadership meeting in the 2 years prior to moving in to
the new facility.

Help set environmental and energy performance targets that are reasonable, achievable and
measurable. Throughout the various project stages these KPI targets are to be continuously
reviewed and evaluated.

Design reviews and coordination of all services preliminary drawings and specifications
(including architectural arrangements).
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. Creation of a draft commissioning plan outlining commissioning strategies and programming.
(Final commissioning plan to be developed by the appointed main contractor and their
associated sub-contractors).

r Verification of the Environmentally Sustainable Development (ESD) framework.

r Production of a project specific roles and responsibility matrix and work sheet, outlining
personnel, tasks and timelines as well as the resources required to implement these.

r Detailed handover plan for the incremental or early handover of spaces for fit out, which
manages the interface between the Contractor and MAAS exhibltions team.

r lnterface with the Collection and Logistics plans developed to ensure the smooth movement of
the exhibits and artefacts between the sites.

3. PHASE 2 _ CONSTRUCTION STAGE

3.1. Phase 2 - Commlsslonlng and launch seMes durlng the Consfucilon Stage

As the project passes through the various stages, from the Architect and design team to the construction

team it is important that the project knowledge and project aspirations are carried forward. Contractors

then need to pass this onto the building's end usersfacility team, as such the Commissioning and Launch

plan will be revaluated and modified as appropriate.

The construction phase for the New Museum will be undertaken in two key phases. The first being the

construction of the main building and the commissioning of key services, and the second being the
exhibition fitout, collection logistics and final systems integration.

3.2. Constructlon stage - commlsslonlng actlvltles

The following commissioning activities shall be taken into consideration during Phase 2 of the
Commissioning and Launch Plan:

Main Contractors shall finalise the commissioning plan to be carried out for all services. lnput
and collaboration shall be provided by their sub-contractors members.

Reinforcement of the roles and responsibilities of the parties involved in this process.

Finalising of all contractors' documentation. This includes equipment technical submissions,
workshop drawings, method statements / pre commissioning check sheets, commissioning
programmes and BMS function control descriptions.

Regular contractor coordination meetings for all services with periodic observation of
installations and preparation of site inspection reports.

System integration and testing - e.g. CCW, security, mechanical, hydraulics, lighting and life
safety systems.

lnspection of all commissioning test results and confirmation of results aligning with design
intent. Observation of random testing, review and verifi7 services contractors test results.

Preparation of final commissioning reports including any recommendations to the client
regarding the performance of commissioned building systems.

Preparation of Early Handover reports that enable the staged handover for exhibition fitout
which clearly articulate roles and process.

Early integration with the Collection and Logistics programme to ensure that the timing of
move, digitisation, storage and relocation of the collection is well integrated with the overall
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construction programme to prevent double handling or additional storage requirements,
which would represent a cost impost to the project.

r Preparation of collection and fitout integration plans to ensure coordination of collection
movement and staff preparedness. The report should detail a clear system by which objects
are identified, prioritised and relocated in line with the readiness of exhibition spaces and
collection storage.

r Creation of a building readiness programme that ensures the coordination of site activities and
witnessing by the designer and client.

r Defects list and defects rectification - contractor to be issue a defect list to the contractor,
with copies of each list to all relevant groups and stakeholders. Contractor to rectify all defects
prior to occupancy.

r Certification of all required areas - Certificate of Occupancy or Certificate of Final lnspection,
all relevant statutory authority permits and approvals, all operational and maintenance
manuals, all warranties and guarantees.

o Assist with a inigration plan to co-ordinate the occupanry of the building with continuing site
activities. The building migration plan shall also take into key consideration the phased

handover of the museum, ensuring the central plant is commissioned in advance of the first of
the gallery fit-outs.

. Key integration activities and systems checking following the completion of exhibition fitout,
and any layout changes that have resulted during that process.

Operatlonal Commlssk nirq

Operational commissioning is the second critical component of this phase and is described in Figure 2 below.
This phase must align with the Change Management Framework and the MAAS Workforce Plan as this phase

is at its simplest form preparing staffand other key users of the building for how the new building will work
and operate on a day to day basis and all the procedures, systems and processes that must be in place for
that to happen as efficiently as possible.
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Figure 2: Operotionol commissioning

Source: Victorian Government Department of Health and Human Services lnfrastructure Planning and Delivery Guidelines for
Commissioning

Step I
Reorc*ntatl ve Noml natlon
Noininate a representative of the Prlncipal to manage the commissionlng process on behalf of
the Agency.

Step t
Ocrg,atlon and ,ilove ln Program
Develop an otrupation and move in program with handouts that shon in simple formats key
informition sudr as floor layouts and emergency exlt detalls. The development of the Fire
Evacuatlon Plan and the use of appropriate?meirgency exlts/egress shorild be completed as a
joint efFort between the servlce frcvltlers and the Building Surueyor.

(and kev user orouDs includino service
the facilitv an{ corirmence faririliarisation
done in a tontrolled environment with

of
given

tfie Principal
opportunity to inspect

detalls. This should be
ConVactor present.

Step 3

Equlpment Supply
In Bituatlons where the Prindpal ls responsible for supplylng equipment tor the Contractof to
lnstall or even when supplying their own loose fumiture and equlpment, confirm the key
target dates to ensure they do not delay the Contractor and are ltady fur the handovet. It ls
also important that the dimensions, colours and servlce requirements are considered prior to
placing an order for any fumiture and equipment.

StaffAtlocation
For new s€rvies th€ Princapal wlll need to ensure new staff are available at commencement of
operatlng, In such lnstancei time needs to be allowed for adveruging, interviewing and
approval of such appohtments.

#"f,Xotl3i??ndover staff need to be trained in how to use any new equipment, back up
facilities and malntain the buildins fabric and servlces. This should include E briefing session
with the subcontractor/manufachJrerand include the handover of any operational manuals
and warranUes.

Stcp 7

Stop 8

S&aff ioles and Reoonsibilities
The advice on the staff roles and responsibilities reqardinq maintenance should be provided to
staff durins commissioninq to clarify-who is resooniible foir what and who to sontact. This is
particularlf important for frraintenahse of essential services set out by the building surveyor
such as fire sahty requiremenE.

Step 9

llalntenance Prcgram
Although there may be new equipment provided, the Principal should establish a 5 to 10 year
maintenance prcgram including recurent budgets whlch should be revaev{ed annually. This ls
partlcularly relevant for projects involving refuftishment of existlng facilities.
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4. PHASE 3 _ POST HANDOVER

4.1. Phase 3 - GommEsloning and Launch Servlces during Post OccupancyStages

Building excellence does not stop when a building is handed over, operational issues and poor

understanding and due regard to building systems has the capacity to degrade the building and its

services. lndeed, in a very short space of time the design intent can be lost. This often manifests itself in

higher energy usage, a failure to maintain critical conditions and less satisfied occupants. Experience

suggests that the 'handover stage' is where many of the long term operational problems become

embedded.

The commissioning focus post building handover moves from the Contractor to MAAS with the realisation of
the separable Commission Plan for the individual exhibition spaces. As with the building, detailed planning

for the management and operations of spaces must be developed and tested through construction.

4.2. Pct*landorer Ardlence Evaluatlon

Following the launch of the New lVluseum there will be a necessary period of audience review to ascertain

audience sentiment and the popularity of exhibits and exhibitions. Exhibition and Experience content
development will be an iterative process that will evolve during the design phase. As such the progressive

evolution of the New Museum displays will be well resolved and evaluated prior to installation.

The audience review period of approximately 6-12 months will however ascertain whether the exhibits are

meeting the needs and desires of the New Museum audience. The exhibition design and planning must

consider the potential poor performance of an exhibit and therefore be necessarily flexible to be adapted

according to demand. lt is recommended that resources should be held for the purposes of early

amendments and alterations to exhibitions, if necessary, to ensure that audiences are satisfied with the

offering of the New Museum.

4.2. Post-Handorer commlsslonlng acttulties

The following commissioning activities shall be taken into consideration during phase 3 of the
Commissioning and Launch plan:

Building Tuning:

- Undertake quarterly reviews with the client, design team and Managing Contractor
(including subcontractors) to assess the ongoing performance of the systems and
services.

- Reporting on each of these system performance, including any recommendations for
.improvements and efficiencies for implementation

- Verification that the systems are performing to their design potential during all
variations in climate change.

- Optimisation of time schedules to best match occupant needs and system performance
that will suite the specific gallery fit-out requirements

- Alignment of the systems operation to the attributes of the built space they serve.

On-site professional presence, with informal walkabouts for spotting actual or emerging issues

which would otherwise go unrecorded, and to witness how occupants use their building.

Conduct workshops with building occupants and the design team to discuss the project and its
performance to capture the lessons learned

Updating of the commissioning records and building logbook to help ensure they are in order
following any changes during the POE stage.
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There is also emerging literature that an ongoing maintenance schedule will increase the useful

life of the building. lt is critical to develop a maintenance culture during the 12 month defects

liability period (average time period is 12 months) within the MAAS team. Commencing a

maintenance log, record, recommendations and suggestions for improvement from staff and

other users are important to the quality assurance of condition of the new asset/s.

A final commissioning report should be produced which covers the following:

o Summary of the building and commissioning process

e Overview of the philosophy adopted for the commissioning of the New Museum

o ffi{1d$ intent for the use and design of the building

o System details, testing and balancing

s A separable summary of exhibition commissioning.


